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VISION
Basketball will be the sport of choice for
Australian families in the 21st century.

MISSION
To be a respected national sporting organisation recognised
for our nationally led, state delivered programs.
To be recognised as a truly gender equal, all abilities,
community sport that has a defined pathway to greatness.
We will be viewed as one of the most successful basketball
nations on earth.

VALUES
TRUST AND TRANSPARENCY
INTEGRITY AND HONESTY
PROFESSIONALISM
ACCOUNTABILITY AND RESULTS
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STRATEGIC PRIORITIES SUMMARY
Our growth potential lies in the opportunity to identify, prioritise
and invest in the following four strategic priority areas.

We focus on the value that strong talent can bring to
an organisation and the need for an evolved structural
realignment process, which includes the appointment
of a new Executive team. This team was tasked
with developing key organisational deliverables via
departmental annual strategies, underpinned by
90-day delivery plans and application.

ACCELERATED GROWTH
We aim to increase the growth potential of our numerous
products and leagues, through appropriate resourcing in
customer-centric departments such as marketing, media
and communications. This included the appointment
of an inaugural Chief Marketing Officer (a member of
the Executive team), internal creative house for all BA
marketing and communications and development of
brand for priority programs such as the WNBL.

WOMEN & GIRLS
We grow our game by connecting and engaging a varied
audience base, while evidence demonstrates that women
and girls do not fare equally to men and boys in basketball.
We embraced this challenge via appointment of a Head
of Women in Basketball (Lauren Jackson) and Principal
Advisor (Tal Karp) in the development of a High Level
Strategy for women and girls.
AUSTRALIAN BOOMERS v USA | MARVEL STADIUM, MELBOURNE

BUSINESS PLANNING
& STRUCTURE

WORLD-CLASS EVENTS
We strive to host events that showcase Australia and
Australian basketball talent, to the world. The USAB
games presented us with the opportunity to host the
biggest basketball event in Australia’s history, with the
team’s performance further showcasing the potential of
basketball as a sport and future host of world-class events,
in this country.

AUSTRALIAN OPALS v JAPAN | 2019 FIBA WOMEN'S ASIA CUP
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SPORT AUSTRALIA FORWARD
JOHN WYLIE, AM (CHAIR)
Sport and physical activity has enormous influence on
our nation’s health, education, social, economic and
diplomatic outcomes.
It’s why Sport Australia and the AIS remain steadfast
in our vision: to make Australia the world’s most
active sporting nation, known for its integrity, sporting
success and world-leading sports industry.
Australia’s commitment, outlined in the Australian
Government’s national sport plan, Sport 2030, is to
reduce physical inactivity by 15 per cent. It’s a huge
challenge Sport Australia enthusiastically accepts.
We are making significant progress and Sport Australia’s
programs are benefitting sport, as well as broader
community health and wellbeing, including tackling
issues such as obesity. Our partnerships with National
Sporting Organisations (NSOs) remain fundamental,
but we are also engaging more than ever with other
networks to grow our sporting industry. Collaboration
with physical activity providers, health, education and
various levels of Government can deliver more for sport
and all Australians.
This was highlighted in 2018-19 when Sport Australia,
on behalf of the Australian Government, delivered
$150million in new participation programs. The
$100million Community Sport Infrastructure grants
program is enhancing hundreds of grassroots facilities
across Australia. The $28.9million Participation grants
program is encouraging innovative programs that help
break down the barriers to physical activity. The new
$22.9million Better Ageing grants program is helping
senior Australians 65 and older to get more active and
socially connected.
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Our national Sporting Schools program remains a key
platform to address childhood inactivity and drive
generational change. We have funded 7300 schools
and recorded more than 5.2million attendances since
its launch in mid-2015. We continue to look at ways
to maximise the impact of Sporting Schools and link
it with our work in physical literacy. By teaching our
children to run, throw, jump or kick, we put them on
the path to better lives.
There is no success without integrity. We continue
to encourage environments that are inclusive and
welcoming. Increasing diversity in our industry is
critical and we want to make sport the benchmark
for a more equitable society.
All this work is emphasised by our national behaviour
change campaign, Move It AUS. Our call to action is to
‘Find Your 30’ minutes of physical activity every day
and enjoy the benefits.
We are continuing to build the capability of the sports
industry, addressing governance reform to bring out
the very best in our sporting organisations. The One
Management project looks at helping sports align their
strategy, workforce and financial management.
The AIS, in partnership with the National Institute
Network and National Sporting Organisations, is
aligning Australia’s high performance sport strategy
too. The National High Performance Sport Strategy
2024 signals the first time all Federal and State/
Territory sports agencies have signed up to a joint high
performance strategy.

In November 2018, the AIS announced an updated
investment model for high performance sport and
through this improved framework, Olympic, Paralympic
and Commonwealth Games sports will benefit
from a longer term approach to funding. Instead of
annual grants to the sport, for the first time the AIS is
providing longer-term funding commitments to give
sports more stability and certainty to plan ahead.
All of this work is important with the 2020 Tokyo
Olympics and Paralympics drawing near, and the 2022
Beijing Winter Games and Paris 2024 beyond that.
Enhancing athlete pathways and athlete wellbeing
are primary areas of focus for the AIS, and are keys
to creating long-term sustainable success. We have
embedded 20 Athlete Wellbeing Managers across
National Sporting Organisations, and, working closely
with the AIS Wellbeing and Engagement team, are
delivering key programs and support from mental
health programs, through to career guidance and
connection to Australians at the community level.
The AIS is also leading collaborative sports research,
applied technology and innovation initiatives including
the Gold Medal Ready program, a unique partnership
with the Australian Army to help athletes perform
under pressure.
From backyards to benchmark international events,
we believe unquestionably in the power of sport and
physical activity to reflect the very best in our culture
and to be a powerful vehicle for change.
Thank you for all you do for Australian sport and best
wishes for the year ahead.
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AUSTRALIAN OLYMPIC COMMITTEE FORWARD
MATT CARROLL, AM (CEO)
The Australian Olympic Committee (AOC) is well
positioned to deliver on the strategic initiatives we set
for ourselves back in 2017, particularly our improved
engagement with Members Sports, such as Basketball
Australia.
A deliberate strategy of listening, including sports
in directing strategy, plus improved servicing and
consultation on Olympic team planning. We enjoy
a great working and supportive relationship with CEO
Jerril Rechter and her team.
The AOC congratulates Basketball Australia on a very
successful year, particularly with the Boomers qualifying
for the Tokyo Olympic Games and recording an historic
win over the USA.
Our planning for Tokyo has been thorough. Our Games
Operations team enjoys an excellent working relationship
with Jan Stirling, General Manager of High Performance,
to ensure nothing is left to chance when our Olympic
Team gets to Tokyo.
In 2019, the AOC invested considerable resources into
programs above and beyond Games planning and delivery.
One of the key AOC initiatives to demonstrate the power of
sport in building resilience and other life skills for school
students has been Olympics Unleashed, sponsored by our
partner Optus.
The program, which takes athletes into schools to tell
their stories face-to-face, has been championed by so
many Olympians, including Rio 2018 Opal Marianna Tolo
who was on hand to launch the program in the ACT in
August while three-times Olympian Rachael Sporn has
been visiting schools as part of the program in South
Australia.
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As 2019 drew to a close, more than 790 schools and
115,244 students have had presentations from Olympians
and aspiring athletes across QLD, NSW, SA and the ACT.
Our aim is to take the program nationally thanks to the
partnerships we have formed with state governments
across the country.
The AOC has also stepped up to assist our Olympic sports
as an effective advocate with the government.
The key has been promoting the value that sport brings to
the Australian community, driving benefits in physical and
mental health, community harmony, education as well as
other rewards.
Underpinning all this has been the need for clarity and
consistency of funding for our Olympic sports for both high
performance and participation.

Olympian and head of Athlete Services Daniel Kowalski
has spearheaded this program with advice and input from
the AOC Athletes’ Commission and member sports.
In acknowledging the many difficulties and issues the
COVID-19 environment has triggered, with regard to
preparation and qualification in many cases, I believe
basketball is well placed to come through and represent
Australia with pride in 2021. Basketball Australia has
been part of a team effort in 2019. For the AOC’s part, we
would like to thank the big team that makes our collective
achievements possible. Our family of Olympic sports and
those who support them.
As a team, we will move through the challenges and make
the most of the opportunities that lie ahead.

Advocacy has also included action on the National Redress
Scheme to ensure Olympic sports can securely sign up to
the National Redress Scheme, set up in the wake of the
Royal Commission into Institutional Child Sexual Abuse;
contributing to the review of the AIS Campus in Canberra
and to a larger strategy on the facilities and support
required for performance sport in the coming years.
Through a consensus gained at a series of roundtable
meetings the AOC has held with the CEOs of our member
sports, we have been able to inform governments so they
have a much better appreciation of the challenges that
sports must overcome if they are to fulfil their vital role in
the Australian community.
Supporting Olympians has been another key initiative
for the AOC in 2019. Olympian Opportunities focuses on
career advice – during the competitive years, preparing for
retirement and life as an Olympian after sport.
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COMMONWEALTH GAMES AUSTRALIA FORWARD
CRAIG PHILIPS (CEO)
Commonwealth Games Australia proudly investing in our basketballers
Whilst not a Commonwealth Games year, 2019 has been a busy one for Commonwealth
Games Australia as we build on the legacies of the Gold Coast 2018 Commonwealth Games.
Following the conclusion of Gold Coast 2018 related activities, Commonwealth Games
Australia shifted its focus to the governance review initiatives commenced in 2017.
Most notably was the introduction of an independent rather than representative Board.
Commonwealth Games Australia commenced a ‘refresh’ of its Strategic Plan – First Among
Equals - to reset our priorities to embrace the future beyond Birmingham 2022 to the
2026 Games. With a strong focus on our dual vision of ‘Pursuing Sporting Excellence’ and
‘Connecting with Communities’, the revised Plan incorporates five strategic priorities:
Delivering Team Success; Connecting with Communities; Presenting a Powerful Brand;
Leading the Way, and Hosting Great Games.
To help achieve our goal of ‘Delivering Team Success’ Commonwealth Games Australia
has been a significant financial contributor and partner for Basketball Australia, delivering
$800,000 to the sport and our basketballers in the lead up to the Gold Coast Games.
During the 2018 Games cycle, CGA provided $21.6 million in funding to member sports
through programs ranging from youth to the elite. That is a significant contribution to
Australian sport, for which we are proud, and we remain committed to working with our
sports to improve our programs in the future.
With 3x3 and wheelchair 3x3 basketball set to make its debut in Birmingham in 2022, our
financial support continues with Commonwealth Games Australia committing $337,000 in
2018/19 and 2019/20 to support the 3x3 program of camps and international competition.
It is important that we continue to engage with our member sports and the Australian
sporting system, and this will be a priority of the Commonwealth Games Australia Board.
Work is well underway for Birmingham 2022 and we look forward to building on the
successes of the Gold Coast 2018 campaign and continuing our work with Basketball
Australia to deliver team success together in Birmingham.
We thank Basketball Australia and our basketballers for their continued efforts and support.
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CHAIR FORWARD
NED COTEN (CHAIR)
We are pleased to be able to provide this report to you
reflecting on what has been a very significant year for
Australian basketball, as interest and momentum for the
sport continues to rise across the country.

The events were not without their logistical challenges
and we have taken on board many learnings to ensure our
delivery of these types of events in this country continues
to improve.

2019 marks the third year into Basketball Australia’s Strategic
Plan for 2016-2020, which outlines our vision to position
Australia as one of the world’s most successful basketball
nations, to make basketball the sport of choice for families
and to be recognised as a truly gender equal, all-abilities,
community sport with defined pathways to greatness.

I would like to congratulate the Australian Boomers on
their best result ever in a World Cup and the Australian
Opals on earning Bronze at the 2019 FIBA Asia Cup.
These achievements provide a meaningful opportunity
for Basketball Australia to create role models of our elite
players and inspire the next generation.

Basketball Australia has seen substantial progress toward
these objectives this year across four key areas of focus:
Our High-Performance Programs, Our Community Programs,
Our Business and Our People.

A record 13 Australian men featured in the NBA this year,
with seven competing in the 2019 NBA Playoffs, and six
women played in the WNBA last season. Hundreds more
men and women competed in our domestic leagues and
at US colleges under scholarship.

Australia’s high-performance programs are globally
recognised for delivering some of the world’s best athletes,
coaches, officials and administrators, as evidenced by our
national teams’ continued success in international
competition this year across the board.
2019 featured some of the most important events in
Basketball Australia’s recent history, with the Boomers and
Opals and Rollers and Gliders showcasing on a global stage
Australia’s enviable basketball talent and the strong potential
for medals in the future.
The Australia v USA Basketball team games at Marvel
Stadium were one of the most anticipated events in the
Australian sport calendar in 2019 and the biggest basketball
games ever staged in this country with a record 51,000 plus
fans at each game.
The Boomers' historic victory over USA drove a surge of
excitement around the sport that extended well beyond the
existing basketball community and further built momentum
for our game.
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Our sport is strong across all levels including participation
in 2019 increasing by 4% to 1,058,553 participants, with
growth in female participation (310,461) providing a bulk of
that increase. 35% of youth participants are now female and
females 15-24 make up the third-biggest share of play at 14%.
We also had 30,000 children participate in the Aussie Hoops
program in 2019, a 20% jump from the previous year.
We are very fortunate to have an incredibly strong volunteer
base, whose impact on the continued growth and
development of the sport is immeasurable. To that end,
Basketball Australia continues to focus on reducing costs
and the administrative burden for volunteers at the
grassroots level, as well as enacting structural reform to
better provide them with the support they need.
Basketball Australia’s continued aspiration is to improve on
its ongoing financial stability to ensure we can continue to
lead our sport forward and invest in supporting our key
stakeholders to further grow at the local level. BA’s cash
reserves have increased, so it is well placed to meet its
future obligations.

In terms of Basketball Australia’s global role, we attended the
2019 FIBA World Congress in China in August to connect with
delegates from 212 National Federations and review FIBA’s
new strategic plan for 2019-2023, with the three key priorities
being “Empower National Federations”, “Women In Basketball”
and “Enlarge the FIBA Family’.
I would like to congratulate David Reid, Basketball Australia’s
Deputy Chair, on his election to the FIBA World Central Board,
which was announced during the Conference. His
appointment ensures BA continues to be well represented as
an international influencer in the sport of basketball.
Basketball Australia appointed a new CEO in March, Jerril
Rechter, and I would like to express my gratitude to her for
her leadership and all that she contributed in her first year
as CEO. BA would also like to thank Paul Maley, who capably
served as interim CEO prior to Jerril’s appointment.
I would like to acknowledge the tireless work of the Board,
staff, state and territory organisations, associations, and our
volunteers for their critical contributions to an unprecedented
period of growth and momentum for the sport we love.
Basketball Australia of course wishes to thank all our
commercial partners whose ongoing support is fundamental
to us being able to do the work we do and our many
stakeholders and supporters, including Sport Australia, AIS,
Commonwealth Games Australia, Paralympics Australia and
the Australian Olympic Committee.
We should all be proud of Australia’s sustained record of
success, the momentum we are carrying into 2020 and
the benefits the sport brings to so many of the community’s
participants and fans across the nation.
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CEO FORWARD
JERRIL RECHTER (CEO)
2019 brought a range of new opportunities to advance Basketball
Australia’s global reputation as a basketball powerhouse, grow
participation amongst a diverse group of demographics and provide
greater opportunities for girls and women to get involved in the sport
at all levels.
Basketball plays a unique role within communities across Australia in
keeping over a million people healthy, happy and socially engaged and
as stewards of the game, Basketball Australia is committed to further
growing the sport by ensuring its accessible to Australians of all ages,
genders, disabilities and skill levels.
In 2019, Basketball ranked in the top 10 overall amongst participation
sports and physical activities, with 60% of Australians participating
at least once per week, and the sport’s inclusive nature made it the
second-most popular organised team sport in the country.
It is a great honour to be able to deliver this report to you in my first
year as CEO of Basketball Australia.
The Boomers’ historic defeat of the USA Basketball Team for the first
time in 55 years of competition in front of the largest crowd ever for
a basketball game in Australia and the team narrowly missing out on
a chance to compete for Gold in a World Cup Final for the first time in
history showed the world how far basketball has come in this country.
The Opals continue to perform on the global stage and remain the
most successful women’s team in the nation, claiming Bronze at the
2019 FIBA Asia Cup and earning Australia the National Federation
Ranking Award, which is awarded to the top 3 ranked National
Federations as per the FIBA World Rankings.
Our Rollers and Gliders qualified for the Tokyo 2020 Paralympics
with medals at the IWBF's 2019 Asia Oceania Wheelchair Basketball
Championships. Also of note, the INAS Global Games, a world
competition for athletes with an intellectual impairment, was held
in Brisbane for the first time in its history, with both the Pearls and
Boomerangs medalling.
Moving from international play to our domestic competition,
the Chemist Warehouse WNBL remains a critical platform for the
development and success of our Opals, providing a weekly competition
against some of the best players from around the world.
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Off the court, we have seen significant increases in fan engagement.
All WNBL games were streamed live for the first time, TV viewership
is up, and our social media following has grown substantially.

basketball, the broader sporting community, government, corporate
and academic sectors on how we can attract more women and girls
to all areas of our sport.

We were also thrilled to see the WNBL commence its historic
40th season under the helm of Hall of Famer, Lauren Jackson AO OLY.
Lauren was appointed as Head of Women in Basketball along with
Olympian and Principal Adviser, Tal Karp, to reimagine our work in
this area and develop a new high-level strategy for women and girls
in the sport.

On that note, Basketball Australia is continuing its discussions
regarding the potential hosting of the FIBA Women’s World Cup 2022,
which we believe would serve as a very effective springboard for
accelerating interest in the game amongst new female audiences.

These appointments have helped Basketball Australia build upon
its leadership role of women in sport into the future from grassroots
participation to community programs, the elite level, coaching,
administration and governance.
Our community programs continue to go from strength to strength
and Basketball Australia worked with Associations and State member
organisations to deliver another full calendar of events and initiatives
with the aim of providing all Australian families with a fun, safe and
inclusive environment for people of all ages and ability to play.
This year, Basketball Australia launched two community programs
nationally to broaden basketball’s reach in the community. Walking
Basketball was created to keep older Australians active and 3x3
Community Hustle was formed in collaboration with the NBL to
target inactive Australians.
Basketball Australia also continued to work on developing the required
facilities to enable desired participation growth. For the first time
ever, BA partnered with Basketball ACT to host the Under 20 National
Championships at the AIS and Ballarat opened its brand new six
court stadium by hosting the U14 National Club Championships.
We know reaching a broader, more diverse audience is critical
to continued growth in basketball participation, attendance and
viewership. Basketball Australia created a Reconciliation Action Plan
Committee and this group is driving the development of our first-ever
action plan. We also participated in a diversity presentation from Pride
in Sport and are currently developing a national Diversity & Inclusion
framework for 2020.
BA held two Deliberative Forums in 2019 to capture the collective
wisdom of over 150 diverse stakeholders from across all facets of

In terms of our organisation and our people, we continue to strive
to improve governance, integrity and leadership at all levels of our
organisation to ensure we focus on innovation and are viewed as an
employer of choice.
Recognising the need for an evolved structural realignment process,
a new Executive Team was formed to develop key organisational
deliverables via annual departmental strategies and 90-day delivery
plans. We realigned our resources considerably in the marketing
department, including the appointment of the organisations first
Chief Marketing Officer and the establishment of an internal
creative house.
These highlights are but a small sample of the many initiatives
and projects on which Basketball Australia has focused on during 2019.
I would like to thank our commercial, government and media
partners whose incredible support has been critical to the growth and
development of basketball in Australia. I want to also thank those
of you within the basketball community who have made me feel so
welcome from day one and helped me quickly transition into the sport
at a critically busy time.
I extend my thanks to the State and Territories who lead such
critical activity across the country. I also thank the Board of Basketball
Australia and offer my sincere appreciation for their support and
contribution to our success. Finally, to the Basketball Australia staff I have truly been inspired by your passion for the game, and it is
a privilege working with such a talented and hard-working group
of people.
As we reflect on all that Basketball Australia has achieved this year,
I am excited about the continued journey ahead and the incredible
potential we are all working so hard to fulfil.
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DIRECTORS
NED COTEN (CHAIR)

DAVID REID (DEPUTY CHAIR)

Ned boasts extensive experience across all levels of basketball
– as a participant, administrator and Board Director (Basketball
Victoria and Big V) in both professional and volunteer capacities
across the past 35 years. An MBA holder, Ned has built a number
of businesses from the ground up and continues to work with a
range of clients from multinational to start-up in Australia, Asia,
USA and Europe.
Elected to the Basketball Australia Board in March 2014, Ned’s
key interests in basketball include improved communication
with grassroots participants, driving a comprehensive National
Registration Database to facilitate better industry knowledge
and promotion and stronger commercialisation to bolster growth
and revenue diversification in the sport.

David, who was once an accountant, now has over 20 years’
experience in the legal industry. He has dedicated his practice
exclusively to corporate and commercial law for many years. As
such, he has a strong background in commercial and accounting
law, the Corporations Act and regulatory matters.
David is now a Principal Lawyer in DWF’s fourth Australian office
in Newcastle. David brings significant directorial experience,
having served on the Boards of Newcastle Basketball, Basketball
New South Wales and various other companies across
manufacturing, private investment and mining. David was
elected to the Basketball Australia Board in March 2014.
David is the Chair of Basketball Australia's Finance, Audit & Risk Committee
(FARC) and is a member of the FIBA Central Board.

Ned is a member of the FIBA Competitions Commission.

ANNA CICOGNANI

BRIAN DELANEY

Anna is currently the CEO of NZAX listed Company GeoOp (GEO).
She has served as CEO and other C-level roles in public and
private Companies, such as APN, PMP, Telstra and Fairfax while
also being involved in digital media and technology projects of
all sizes as an operator and an investor.
She has accumulated valuable experience in using technology
to operate efficiently and grow sales and customer engagement.
Her passion for all things digital and innovation have driven
successful outcomes in the businesses she has operated in.
Anna was awarded a PhD from the University of Sydney, is an
Honorary Professor at the University of Wollongong in the Faculty
of Engineering and Information Sciences and a Director on the
Board of Basketball Australia.

Brian, Executive Director Client Solutions and Capital for QIC,
has more than 30 years experience as a financial services
executive, serving in leadership roles with responsibility for
strategy, finance and business growth.
Brian is a graduate of the Harvard Business School Executive
Education Program. He is a Fellow of the Australian Institute of
Company Directors (AICD) and a former member of the Boards
of Directors of the Association of Superannuation Funds of
Australia (ASFA), Lonsec Fiscal Holdings, the Investment
Management & Consultant Association (IMCA) and CCube
Financial Software.
Brian has a long association with basketball, having played in
the NBL in addition to coaching at senior levels in Queensland
and NSW. He is also a former advisory board member for the
Sydney Uni Flames.
Brian sits on Basketball Australia's Finance, Audit & Risk Committe (FARC) and is
the Chair of Basketball Australia High Performance and Associations Commission.
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DIRECTORS
IAN SILK

BRONWYN MARSHALL

Ian is the CEO of AustralianSuper – the largest and fastest
growing superannuation fund in Australia. AustralianSuper has
more than 2.1 million members, over 220,000 contributing
businesses, and more than AUD$100 billion in assets.
Ian is a member of the Australian Government's Financial
Literacy Board, a Director of Australian Council of
Superannuation Investors and a Director of Industry Super
Australia. He brings a balance of strategic perspectives with
particular strength in contemporary corporate governance, with
experience on sporting and not-for-profit boards. Ian is a former
club basketball player and a keen follower of our sport and
understands the current basketball landscape.

Bronwyn has worked in Sports Administration at local, state and
national level in Australia and overseas, in a variety of positions
and sports for over 20 years. She brings significant experience
in working with local, state and national level funding bodies
and sponsors. Her firsthand experiences provide her with an
invaluable insight into the Australia sporting industry and the
intricacies of working within federated structures in sport. She is
currently the Executive Officer of ACHPER QLD, an organisation
that provides professional development for HPE teachers and
promotes healthy and active lifestyles to school children.
Bronwyn was a director of Basketball Queensland for six years
including two and a half as the Chairman. She was a recipient
of the Australian Sports Commission’s Women Leaders in Sport
3-year scholarship which allowed her to access the Australian
Institute of Company Directors course and other high-level
professional development opportunities.
As a former Opal, she was a member of Australia’s first women’s
team to compete at the Olympic games, and she played at two
World Championships. Bronwyn has coached in the WNBL and
currently coaches junior girls’ representative teams.

Ian sits on the Finance Audit & Risk Committee (FARC) and is the Chair
of the National Integrity Advisory Group.

NICKIE SCRIVEN
Nickie is an executive business and marketing professional
with over 22 years’ experience in business strategy, marketing
& communications, brand strategy & identity, advertising,
digital & social media, public relations and sponsorship.
As the CEO of Zenith Australia, Nickie is responsible for the
agency’s performance, growth and profile on a national scale
as part of the Zenith worldwide network. She is accountable for
driving the strategic product and growth of Zenith in Australia
while also contributing to Zenith’s global positioning and
product development through her position on the Worldwide
Operations board.
Nickie has also previously worked as the Head of Marketing &
Brand at AustralianSuper, was the Media Strategy Principal at
NAB and a Group Sales Manager at News Corp. She has extensive
knowledge and experience in the digital and social media
landscape and is well-versed in the recent UK GDPR regulations
and their impact on Australian businesses.
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Bronwyn is the Chair of the WNBL Commission and sits on the Basketball
Australia High Performance and Associations Commission.
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FINANCIAL REVIEW
EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
PKF have completed their first audit for Basketball
Australia for the calendar year ending 31 December 2019.
With the outbreak of COVID-19 (Coronavirus) occurring just
prior to the accounts being finalised, there was a robust
analysis conducted on a 12 month cashflow for the coming year.
Satisfied with the result, PKF returned an unqualified
opinion on the financials for the year ending 31 December
2019 with zero unadjusted audit differences.
In relation to the prior year, the Financial Statements to 31
December 2018 is for a transitional period of six months only.
This should be taken into consideration when comparing year
on year.
Basketball Australia is the controlling entity in the joint
venture with BA Pathways and as such prepare Group accounts
to consolidate in line with Australian Accounting Standards.
We are pleased to report a surplus for the group (including
BA Pathways) of $169,549 (12 months to 31 December
2018: $143,483)

FY2019 AT A GLANCE
REVENUE

14%
11%

HIGH PERFORMANCE
41%

COMMERCIAL

SIX MONTHS TO DEC-18

MOVEMENT

$000

% OF TOTAL

$000

% OF TOTAL

%

HIGH PERFORMANCE

$8,924

41%

$4,558

46%

-5%

COMMERCIAL

$7,329

34%

$2,607

26%

8%

CORPORATE OPERATIONS

$2,384

11%

$1,368

14%

-3%

BASKETBALL OPERATIONS

$2,978

14%

$1,388

14%

0%

$104

0%

$41

0%

0%

$21,719

100%

$9,962

100%

BA PATHWAYS INCOME

TOTAL REVENUE

EXPENDITURE

2019

SIX MONTHS TO DEC-18

MOVEMENT

$000

% OF TOTAL

$000

% OF TOTAL

%

HIGH PERFORMANCE

$9,368

43%

$4,546

46%

-3%

COMMERCIAL

$5,738

27%

$1,882

19%

7%

CORPORATE OPERATIONS

$2,536

12%

$1,766

18%

-6%

BASKETBALL OPERATIONS

$3,771

18%

$1,579

16%

1%

$123

1%

$46

0%

0%

TOTAL EXPENDITURE

$21,536

100%

$9,819

100%

OPERATING SURPLUS

$183

0.8%

$143

1.4%

$13

0%

-

0%

$170

0.8%

$143

1.4%

BA PATHWAYS INCOME

REVENUE SPLIT BY
BUSINESS UNIT

2019

FINANCE COSTS
- AASB 16 INTEREST

CORPORATE OPERATIONS
34%
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BASKETBALL OPERATIONS

SURPLUS FOR
THE PERIOD
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AUSTRALIAN BOOMERS v CANADA | RAC ARENA, PERTH

FINANCIAL REVIEW
MANAGEMENT REPORTING BUSINESS UNIT REVENUES AND EXPENSES
YEAR ENDING 31 DEC 2019

INCOME

EXPENSE

EXPENSE/DEFICIT

BUSINESS UNIT

$000

$000

$000

HIGH PERFORMANCE

$8,924

$9,368

($444)

COMMERCIAL

$7,329

$5,738

$1,591

CORPORATE OPERATIONS

$2,385

$2,536

($152)

BASKETBALL OPERATIONS

$2,978

$3,771

($793)

$104

$123

($19)

$21,719

$21,536

$183

BA PATHWAYS INCOME

TOTAL REVENUE

BUSINESS UNIT PERFORMANCE
10,000,000
9,000,000
8,000,000
7,000,000
6,000,000
5,000,000
4,000,000
3,000,000
2,000,000
1,000,000
0

HIGH PERFORMANCE

COMMERCIAL

CORPORATE OPERATIONS

BASKETBALL OPERATIONS

BA PATHWAYS

INCOME

$8,923,834

$7,328,997

$2,384,515

$2,997,827

$103,754

EXPENSE

$9,367,909

$5,738,382

$2,536,234

$3,770,620

$122,801
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FINANCIAL REVIEW
BALANCE SHEET
ASSETS

LIQUIDITY
31 DEC 19

31 DEC 18

MOVEMENT

$000

$000

$000

CURRENT ASSETS
CASH

4,849

5,106

(257)

TRADE & OTHER RECEIVABLES

5,007

1,498

3,509

PREPAYMENTS

126

259

(133)

INVENTORIES

328

313

15

$10,310

$7,176

$3,134

92

48

44

INTANGIBLE ASSETS

224

128

96

RIGHT-OF-USE ASSETS

145

-

145

$461

$176

$285

$10,771

$ 7,352

$3,419

TOTAL CURRENT ASSETS

31 DEC 19
CURRENT RATIO

TOTAL NON-CURRENT ASSETS
TOTAL ASSETS

DEBTOR DAYS

64

31

33

CREDITOR DAYS

22

31

(9)

SUSTAINABLE COVERAGE (WEEKS)

12

14

(2)

(0.11)

ASC METRICS
ASC BENCHMARK

LIABILITIES

MOVEMENT

1.29

NON-CURRENT ASSETS
PROPERTY, PLANT & EQUIPMENT

31 DEC 18

1.18

31 DEC 19

31 DEC 18

MOVEMENT

TOTAL LIABILITIES /
TOTAL ASSETS

< 70%

82%

76%

6%

NET ASSETS /
TOTAL REVENUE

> 20%

9%

18%

-9%

QUICK RATIO

>100%

114%

123%

-9%

>30%

59%

54%

5%

NON-ASC REVENUE

CURRENT LIABILITIES
TRADE & OTHER PAYABLES
EMPLOYEE BENEFIT LIABILITIES
DEFERRED INCOME
LEASES

4,548

2,944

393

342

1,604
51

3,704

2,298

1,406

94

-

94

$8,739

$5,584

$3,155

EMPLOYEE BENEFITS LIABILITIES

53

14

39

LEASES

56

-

56

TOTAL CURRENT LIABILITIES
NON-CURRENT LIABILITIES

TOTAL NON-CURRENT LIABILITIES
TOTAL LIABILITIES

$109

$14

$95

$8,848

$5,598

$3,250

EQUITY
AMALGAMATION RESERVES
ACCUMULATED FUNDS
NON-CONTROLLING INTEREST

TOTAL EQUITY
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90

245

(155)

1,844

1,511

333

(11)

(2)

(9)

$1,923

$1,754

$169
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PATTY MILLS | THE FIRST INDIGENOUS PLAYER TO REPRESENT AUSTRALIAN MEN’S BASKETBALL AT THREE CONSECUTIVE OLYMPIC GAMES

RAP

OVERVIEW AND STATE OF PLAY

In 2019 BA instigated the organisation’s first Reconciliation Action Plan
(RAP) Committee. The purpose of the Committee is to develop a RAP for
BA to assist the organisation to be culturally responsive to ensure that
it caters for the diverse needs of Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander
people from urban, regional and remote communities.
Members of the Committee include Board appointed Co-Chairs Mrs Cilia
Preece and Mr Paul Vandenbergh.

CILLA PREECE
Mrs Cilla Preece is a Torres Strait Islander woman with Aboriginal family
connections throughout Queensland and Australia. Cilla has a Master
of Health Research and has worked in the health sector for 28 years.
Cilla was one of the first top 10 indigenous scholarship holders at the AIS
and represented Queensland for seven years. She played in the national
league with the Brisbane Lady Bullets.

In addition to the Co-Chairs the group members include:

Jerril Rechter, BA CEO
Darren Smith, BA Pathways CEO
Peter Lonergan, BA Director of High Performance Coaching
& Talent Identification
Sarah Ripley, BA Events & Marketing Manager

PAUL VANDENBERGH
Mr Paul Vandenbergh, an Aboriginal man from the Wirrangu people of
the Far West Coast of South Australia, the current Director of Aboriginal
Programs with the Port Adelaide Football Club and an ex-NBL Player for
the Melbourne Tigers and Canberra Cannons, has agreed to participate
as one of the Co-Chairs.
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This Committee provides the Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander
leadership and guidance along with BA key staff required to establish
the ‘Innovate’ RAP from both a physical and operational perspective.
The Committee met regularly throughout 2019 to develop the
foundations for a Reconciliation Action Plan. In 2020 BA will submit
an ‘Innovate’ action plan for approval by Reconciliation Australia.
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WOMEN & GIRLS OF AUSTRALIAN BASKETBALL

WOMEN &
GIRLS STRATEGY

A key strategic organisational priority identified in 2019 was a need
to develop a comprehensive Women and Girls Strategy as it was
evident that women and girls do not fare equally to men and boys
in basketball; it was time for change.
To drive a plan for reform, Basketball Australia engaged Tal Karp
from Sixfold Consulting and appointed Lauren Jackson AO OLY as
the first Head of Women in Basketball. Co-design of this strategy
was completed via consultation with over 200 stakeholders and
partners throughout the development phase.

THE OBJECTIVE OF THE STRATEGY

To ensure that by 2025, Basketball Australia welcomes,
supports and celebrates women and girls equally, by driving
inclusive opportunities to lead and participate.
At the core of this work, Basketball Australia held two large-scale
deliberative forums. Informed by preliminary meetings with staff
and select stakeholders to elicit key issues, the forums brought
together those with lived experience in the game at all levels,
together with stakeholders from other sports and sectors,
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including those with a view across government, corporate,
academia and media sectors.
Supported by expert presentations and data insights, more than
150 participants worked together across the two forums to develop
strategies in response to critical questions on how to improve the
state of play for women and girls. Their ideas were comprehensively
captured, themed, prioritised and reported after each deliberation.
Following the deliberations, the priorities of each forum were
synthesised and mapped against staff work plans, with short-term
and medium-term actions identified.
This work was also supplemented by workshops to build the
capacity of Basketball Australia staff and their awareness of the
impact of unconscious bias and the importance of promoting
gender equity. Staff also completed a workplace equality and
respect self-assessment audit to support the identification of
areas for improvement and action within Basketball Australia.
We know that to drive enduring, whole-of-game outcomes, this
work needs to be properly resourced. It needs to coordinate and

connect the many initiatives already underway across the sector,
and it needs to be rolled out nationally, through collaboration with
states, territories, associations and clubs. However, identifying the
necessary resources to deliver on these strategic priorities over a
five-year horizon remains a work in progress, requiring state and
territory partnership.
In the meantime, the excuse of "we believe in it, but can’t afford it"
will simply not fly. To drive immediate action, this Strategy sets out
a series of early actions Basketball Australia has committed to take
in 2020, as part of its current work plan.
Amongst these is the development of a measurement framework
in partnership with La Trobe University's Centre for Sport and Social
Impact, which will enable Basketball Australia to set progressive,
impactful targets and timelines, and to track, measure and report
on its progress. This will be supported by an improved, national
approach to data capture; and a focus on conducting research
that elicits the needs, motivations and perspectives of women
and girls. Basketball Australia will also establish an Advisory Group,
to support the implementation and iteration of this Strategy.
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DARCEE GARBIN | AUSTRALIAN OPALS v PHILIPPINES | 2019 FIBA WOMEN'S ASIA CUP

DEPARTMENTAL
REPORTS
LEAGUES & COMPS | HIGH PERFORMANCE | MARKETING
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LEAGUES & COMPS
WNBL YEAR IN REVIEW

The League continued the partnership with FOX Sports in the
18/19 season, which also included a weekly game telecast on SBS.
Broadcast live viewership resulted in excess of 500,000 viewers
across the season which was a pleasing result and a vast increase
on previous seasons.
The March 2019 Grand Final Series between UC Capitals and
Adelaide Lightning went to three games, with a sold-out 4,800
people attending the game at AIS Arena. The UC Capitals received
strong media coverage throughout the series, with the Grand Final
series receiving live radio coverage from ABC Grandstand.
2019 attendances continued to improve also with a 10% increase
on the previous year. Melbourne Boomers achieved a league-high
2,132 average to each home game.
The 18/19 season awards were hosted at LaTrobe Financial Function
Room in front of over 100 guests, including current and past players.
The league paid tribute to one of the league’s great players, Suzy
Batkovic who had recently announced her retirement, with an
announcement that the MVP award would be named in her honour.
At the conclusion of the 18/19 season, the league saw major
changes within the Administration department with Sally Phillips
concluding her tenure as Head of WNBL. After three years in the
role, Phillips had been pivotal in key advancements within the
league. This included a new broadcast partnership with FOX Sports
Australia, which led to the league’s return to free-to-air television
with SBS Australia. She was also instrumental in securing the
WNBL’s naming rights partnership with Chemist Warehouse.
In June 2019, Australia’s greatest ever basketballer Lauren Jackson
was named as Head of Women in Basketball, with her role providing
leadership across the WNBL operations, promotions, marketing and
stakeholder engagement.
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2019 MILESTONES
LIFE MEMBERSHIPS
Jenna O’Hea (250 Games)
Katie Ebzery (250 Games)
ALL-TIME LEADING SCORER
Suzy Batkovic (5824 points)
200 GAMES
Nadeen Payne
Micaela Cocks
Sarah Graham

2019 AWARD WINNERS
MVP
Kelsey Griffin (UC Capitals)
KELSEY GRIFFIN | WNBL 18/19 SEASON MVP

JAN-MAR 2019 (18/19 SEASON)

COACH OF THE YEAR
Chris Lucas (Adelaide Lightning)
BETTY WATSON ROOKIE OF THE YEAR
Jazmin Shelley (Melbourne Boomers)
ROBYN MAHER DEFENSIVE PLAYER OF THE YEAR
Lauren Nicholson (Adelaide Lightning)
ALL STAR FIVE
Kelsey Griffin (UC Capitals)
Rebecca Cole (Dandenong Rangers)
Lindsay Allen (Melbourne Boomers)
Nia Coffey (Adelaide Lightning)
Asia Taylor (Perth Lynx)
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LEAGUES & COMPS
WNBL YEAR IN REVIEW

SEASON
MILESTONES

In 2018/19 the WNBL Panel was supplemented by officials on the NRDP
and a total of 50 referees officiated in the WNBL during the season.

200TH WNBL GAME
Jason Kelly

Number of Officials on WNBL Panel:

150TH WNBL GAME
Kylie Voevodin (awarded WNBL
Life Membership)

41 – Male 31 (76%), Female 10 (24%)
Number of Officials on NRDP:

9 – Male 7 (78%), Female 2 (22%)
Experience of Panel Prior to 2018/19 (Not including NRDP):
0 – 5 Games:
6 – 20 Games:
21 – 50 Games:
51 – 100 Games:
101 – 150 Games:
150+ Games:

11
11
5
11
2
1

Average Experience:

38.1 Games (approx. 6.5 seasons)
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100TH WNBL GAME
Nathan Wieland
WNBL 19/20 REFEREES | JASON KELLY, ANDREW HOLLOWOOD, SARAH CAREY

OFFICIATING
JAN-MAR 2019 (18/19 SEASON)

50TH WNBL GAME
Mark Grist
1ST WNBL GAME
Jacqui Dover
Aydin Baker
Nathan Paff
Joshua Knight
Joe Kelley
Hugh Starkey
Daniel Troy
Kyle Easther
Calia Hanks
Byron Geddes
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OCT-DEC 2019 (19/20 SEASON)
The Chemist Warehouse WNBL 19/20 season commenced in October
2019 - its 40th season. The historic achievement provided a natural
opportunity to look back at the vast accomplishments the league
had achieved in the past four decades. This rich history provided the
cornerstone for content and initiatives throughout the season.
Given the ever-changing sporting landscape, the 19/20 season
demanded a focus on growth and sustainability, to ensure the league
continued to provide career pathways for our athletes, entertainment
and engagement for our fans and role models for our up and coming
ballers. This was evidenced from the outset, with an investment in
people that were tasked with identifying league opportunities and
how best to create a more professional women’s sporting league and
grow the commercial viability of our sport.
The season also looked to connect and engage our fans like never
before. This was through initiatives such as the introduction of
Livestream, which along with one game per week live via FOX Sports,
meant that every single WNBL game in the season would be available
to watch live – a huge feat and something the league had never
previously achieved.

19/20 SEASON QUICK FACTS

WNBL YEAR IN REVIEW

84
FINALS SERIES
9
GAMES
16
GAMES
68
61,394 FANS
GAMES

over 16 rounds secured

games allocated

broadcast live on FOX Sports plus all finals secured

Livestreamed

attended games in Round 1–11 (Oct 11–Dec 29)

The 19/20 season also saw a new WNBL brand campaign launched
which provided renewed enthusiasm, professionalism and style to the
league. The League put more resources into raising the profile of our
game through social media content on all relevant platforms as well
as videography and design to engage with our fans in dynamic ways.
The 19/20 season saw 16 WNBA and European League player imports,
the calibre of which has raised the standard of our game and also
gives the next generation of ballers a glimpse into what it takes to be
one of the best players in the world. Our girls are incredibly humble
and true global superstars; they are role models and leaders in their
communities and this is something we all take pride in and place
great value on.
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ROUND 10 | MELBOURNE BOOMERS v S ADELAIDE LIGHTNING

LEAGUES & COMPS

JAMES GRIGOUL | ROUND 11 PERTH LYNX v THE UC CAPITALS

LEAGUES & COMPS
WNBL YEAR IN REVIEW

OFFICIATING
OCT-DEC 2019 (19/20 SEASON)
Number of Officials on WNBL Panel:

48 – Male 36 (75%), Female 12 (25%)
Experience of Panel Prior to 2019/20:
0 – 5 Games:
6 – 20 Games:
21 – 50 Games:
51 – 100 Games:
101 – 150 Games:
150+ Games:

13
15
7
10
1
2

Average Experience:

34.8 Games (approx. 6 seasons)

SEASON
MILESTONES
100TH WNBL GAME
Simon Cosier
1ST WNBL GAME
Mitch Hudson
Luke Joseph
Danika Jolley

INTERNATIONAL
MILESTONES (WNBL REFS)
AWARDED FIBA REFEREE LICENCE
FOR THE FIRST TIME
Jack Taylor
Guy Richards
Maddi Crowley-Long
James Griguol
Craig Copes
SARAH CAREY
2019 U19 Womens World Cup
2019 World Universiade
VANESSA DEVLIN
Numerous international 3x3 events
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DAY OUT WITH DELLY | AUSSIE HOOPS CLINIC

LEAGUES & COMPS

AUSSIE HOOPS YEAR IN REVIEW

The Aussie Hoops program serves as an introduction to a lifetime of
involvement in our sport, and aims to be a platform for social development
and inclusion, in a fun and safe environment.
In 2019, the program continued its stronghold on engagement with young
sporting kids, with over 29,000 participating in the program nationally –
the highest since the program’s inception and an increase of 20% YOY.
Every year, an Aussie Hooper of the Year and Coach of the Year is awarded
which is an excellent opportunity for Basketball Australia as the national
body to engage with grassroots and see why participants are loving their
experience with basketball.
In 2019, the Aussie Hooper of the Year was awarded to Jaxon from Cockburn
Aussie Hoops (WA). He received a formidable 1.4K likes on his Facebook
photo to take out the title – which showcased the strength of engagement
in this initiative.
Additionally, the Aussie Hoops Coach of the Year was taken out by Jakk
Walsh from Eltham Aussie Hoops. A sample of the feedback for Jakk: "he is
a devoted and amicable coach. He is always putting in 100% at his Aussie
Hoops sessions and is so great with the kids! He always shows full focus
on assisting our kids in learning and accelerating their basketball skills in
such a welcoming and fun environment.”
Other year highlights include a new initiative in late 2019, with the launch
of a new partnership with The Promotion Factory (TPF) suppliers of the
new participant packs. The new generation of packs include personalisation
initiatives such as having the child’s name and Association logo, with packs
now delivered directly to participants' homes for greater ease.
The new packs will provide greater engagement with our participants and
the program, and ensure we are in-line with national standards of sport
participant packs.

PARTICIPANTS

2018 24,233 >> 2019 29,176
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20%

DAY OUT WITH DELLY

MATTHEW DELLAVEDOVA AUSTRALIAN BOOMER

70 Aussie Hoops participants
45-minute clinic
Matthew Dellavedova hosted his annual Day out with Delly
Aussie Hoops clinic to Aussie Hoopers around Victoria. With
over 60 participants attending the clinic, Delly was fantastic
as he moved around to each small group and hosted or joined
in the fun as the participants took part in a range of activities
that feature in the Aussie Hoops curriculum. Every participant
went home with a Day out with Delly t-shirt, and a size 4
Spalding basketball.

8,000 TERM 4 PARTICIPANTS 172 ACTIVE
Biggest term since the program started

Aussie Hoops Centres
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TRISTAN KNOWLES | 2019 NWBL SEASON TOP SCORER

LEAGUES & COMPS

WHEELCHAIR LEAGUE YEAR IN REVIEW

The National Wheelchair Basketball League (NWBL) and the Women’s
National Wheelchair Basketball league (WNWBL) are Australia’s elite
competitions for wheelchair basketball.
These leagues provide an important pathway to the national team
programs for the Australian Rollers, Australian Gliders and Australian
Under-23 Spinners, and Australian Under-25 Devils.
2019 was a huge year for innovation and development including the
launch of a new website with league content across both NWBL and
WNWBL on the same site. This created a centralised location for our
athletes and fans to engage with league content and provide greater
growth opportunity and exposure for the league.
Additional highlights of 2019 include QLD Sporting Wheelies hosting
the first-ever combined finals series in Brisbane in August, with the
men’s and women’s games played back-to-back across the weekend.
League winners were the Wollongong Rollerhawks with a three-peat
in the NWBL, and Sydney Uni Flames winning gold in WNWBL.

2019 WNWBL ACCOLADES

2019 NWBL ACCOLADES

1.0 MVP
Hannah Dodd (Sydney Uni Flames)

2.0 MVP
Georgia Inglis (Perth Wheelcats)

LOW POINT MVP
Matthew McShane (QLD Spinning Bullets)

MID POINT MVP
Luke Pople (Wollongong Rollerhawks)

3.0 MVP
Leanne Del Toso (Kilsyth Cobras)

4.0 MVP
Amber Merritt (Perth Wheelcats)

HIGH POINT MVP
Brett Stibners (Wollongong Rollerhawks)

SEASON TOP SCORER
Shaun Norris (Perth Wheelcats)

SEASON TOP SCORER
Amber Merritt (Perth Wheelcats)

COACH OF THE YEAR
Alan Cox (Sydney Uni Flames)

COACH OF THE YEAR
Brendan Dowler (Wollongong Rollerhawks)

32.4 PPG with 60.4 FG%

WNWBL ALL-STAR FIVE
Sarah Vinci (Perth Wheelcats), Hannah Dodd (Sydney Uni Flames), Georgia Inglis
(Perth Wheelcats), Leanne Del Toso (Kilsyth Cobras), Amber Merritt (Perth Wheelcats)
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27.8 PPG with 52.2 FG%

NWBL ALL-STAR FIVE
Shaun Norris (Perth Wheelcats), Nick Scott (Wollongong Rollerhawks),
Matthew McShane (QLD Spinning Bullets), Luke Pople (Wollongong Rollerhawks),
Brett Stibners (Wollongong Rollerhawks)
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LEAGUES & COMPS
The Australian Junior Championships program
provides a competitive pathway for young
basketballers to play in an elite tournament
representing their club, school or state in a
national competition. It is a proven talent
pathway through which many of Australia’s
most successful players have journeyed.
The AJCs comprise all States and Territories
and include competitions for Under 14s up
to Under 20s, with hosting rights rotated
throughout the country every year. In addition
to the age categories, championships are also
run for athletes with an intellectual disability
(Ivor Burge Championships) and junior
wheelchair basketball (Kevin Coombs Cup).

U18 AUSTRALIAN JUNIOR CHAMPIONSHIP

2019 provide another highly successful year
with a number of outstanding highlights.
The year kicked off with the Under-20 & Ivor
Burge Championships co-hosted by Basketball
Australia and Basketball ACT at the AIS. In a
new initiative all teams were invited to stay
on-site in the AIS Residences while games
took place at Basketball Australia’s Centre
of Excellence providing athletes the unique
experience of what the COE program offers.
The Under-18’s & Kevin Coombs Cup returned
to Townsville in April for the second time in

three years. The event was a successful boost
to local tourism following the devasting floods
just weeks earlier.

HONOUR ROLE
Jack Terrill Trophy for the Australian Under-20 Men’s Champion | VICTORIA
Arthur McRobie Trophy for the Australian Under-20 Women’s Champion | VICTORIA

July saw the Under-16 Championships head to
Darwin for the first time with teams provided
the opportunity to get up close and personal
with local wildlife while also displaying their
athletic talents on court.

Ivor Burge Men’s Champion | SOUTH AUSTRALIA

The Under-14 Club Championships was hosted
in the newly completed Ballarat Sports Events
Centre with both boys’ and girls’ competitions
taking place together in the new eight court
stadium and the nearby Mars Minerdome.
Hawthorn Magic (VIC) took out the girls’
championship while their male counterparts
went down in a thrilling overtime to Hills
Hornets (NSW) who took out the boys title.

Kevin Coombs Cup | WESTERN AUSTRALIA

The year concluded with the second largest
Australian School Championships in history
with 168 teams competing across 19 divisions
in South East Melbourne. The Championships
continue to grow each year with 70% of the
teams from outside of the Melbourne Metro
area. The Championships also saw the second
Australian Schools 3x3 Hustle which was
open to all teams from across the country
and saw twenty-eight teams take part.

Australian Schools Championship Men | LAKE GINNINDERRA COLLEGE (ACT)

Ivor Burge Women’s Champion | NEW SOUTH WALES COUNTRY
Merv Emms Trophy for Under-18 Men’s Champion | VICTORIA METRO
Maree Jackson Trophy for Under-18 Women’s Champion | VICTORIA METRO
Robert Young Trophy for the Australian Under-16 Boy’s Champion | VICTORIA METRO
Norma Connolly Trophy for the Australian Under-16 Girl’s Champion | VICTORIA METRO
Ken Watson Trophy for Australian Under-14 Boy’s Club Champion | HILLS HORNETS (NSW)
Michelle Timms Trophy for Australian Under-14 Girl’s Club Champion | HAWTHORN MAGIC (VIC)
Phil Smyth Shield | MCKINNON COUGARS (VIC)
Rachel Sporn Shield | MACKAY METEORETTES (QLD)
Australian Schools Championship Women | BOX HILL SECONDARY COLLEGE (VIC)
Australian Schools Championship U20 Division 1 Men | ST JOSEPH’S COLLEGE FTG (VIC)
Australian Schools Championship U20 Division 1 Women | ST PAUL’S ANGLICAN GRAMMAR (VIC)
Australian Schools Championship U17 Division 1 Men | MARCELLIN COLLEGE (VIC)
Australian Schools Championship U17 Division 1 Women | ROWVILLE SECONDARY COLLEGE (VIC)
Australian Schools Championship U15 Division 1 Boys | BERWICK COLLEGE BLUE (VIC)
Australian Schools Championship U15 Division 1 Girls | ROWVILLE SECONDARY COLLEGE (VIC)

332 1166 4291 36,625 130,168
TEAMS

GAMES
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PARTICIPANTS

ATTENDEES

TOTAL POINTS SCORED
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AUSTRALIAN SCHOOLS CHAMPIONSHIPS

AJCs YEAR IN REVIEW

MADDIE GARRICK, BEC COLE & KEELEY FROLING | FIBA WORLD CUP AMSTERDAM

LEAGUES & COMPS
3X3 YEAR IN REVIEW

In 2018, Basketball Australia and the National Basketball League (NBL)
formed a partnership to develop and deliver a national 3x3 basketball program,
with the launch of 3x3Hustle. This innovative form of traditional basketball
has become a significant inclusion in the international sporting landscape,
further bolstered by its inclusion as an Olympic sport for Toyko 2021. It also
provides opportunities for involvement at a fun and recreational level with 3x3
community and street hustle.
In 2019, Basketball Australia and the NBL continued to develop and grow
3x3Hustle in both community and at national levels.
The year produced some strong highlights for the sport including Hustle series
winners, the 2nd edition of the Pro Hustle Tour, being played across Melbourne,
Geelong and Darwin in April with Stateside Sport being crowned the men’s
champions, and Spectres i-Athletic going back-to-back in the women.
In May, the FIBA World Cup Qualifier in Puerto Rico was held, resulting in both
the Australian men’s and women’s team finishing in the top three to qualify for
the 3x3 World Cup, for the 1st time.

KEY PERFORMANCE HIGHLIGHTS
FIBA ASIA CUP IN CHINA
Australia claimed a golden sweep of the 2019 FIBA 3x3 Asia Cup,
with the men winning back-to-back titles and the women earning
redemption for their 2018 bronze medal.
FIBA WORLD CUP IN AMSTERDAM
Australian women had a heartbreaking loss in the semi-final to wrap up
an impressive tournament finishing 4th, with the men finishing 10th.
FIBA WOMEN’S WORLD SERIES
Australian women won the first stop (held in China) and last stop
(held in Tokyo) of FIBA 3x3's inaugural Women's World Series.
ANNUAL REPORT 2019

FIBA U18 ASIA CUP
U18 women claimed gold, with U18 men winning bronze at the U18
3x3 Asia Cup held in August in Malaysia.
INAS GLOBAL GAMES
Australian Pearls dominated INAS Global Games held in Brisbane in
October, winning silver and bronze in the 3×3 basketball tournament.
3X3 AUSTRALIAN SCHOOLS CHAMPIONSHIP
2nd edition held on the opening day of 2019 ASCs with 28 teams across
under 15, under 17 and under 20 age categories.
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LEAGUES & COMPS

WALKING BASKETBALL YEAR IN REVIEW

Basketball Australia identified a gap in the basketball program for attracting
and engaging the 65yrs+ community, to improve their overall health and
wellbeing. Subsequently, BA applied for funding to Sport Australia in the
Better Ageing Grants Program to deliver a targeted Walking Basketball
product nationally following a successful pilot by Basketball Victoria in 2017.
After success in receiving funding of just over $1M for a period of 18 months,
BA employed a dedicated staff member to manage the program nationally,
devise delivery of the program, sourcing of equipment, engagement of an
evaluator, devising of budgets, management of reporting and data collection
mechanisms with intended roll out in 2020.
The program design includes 4 x 1 hr sessions, with one session per week and
each program lasting four weeks. Sessions involve game-based activities and
utilise a modified hip-height basketball hoop. Rollout is intended for every
state by the conclusion of 2020 with a state-body based resource appointed in
each location and supported with launch and marketing.
The program provides benefit to State bodies with the use of unleveraged
facilities during quieter periods such as during working hours on weekdays
and increasing the capacity of State bodies and Associations to deliver
targeted programs to this age range. It is intended that this program
become successful and sustainable to the level that it continues post
the funding period.

NATIONAL PROGRAM
TARGETS

NATIONAL PROGRAM OBJECTIVES
HEALTH AND WELLBEING
Decrease burden on the health system through the
program, which develops physical and mental health.

COMMUNITY ENGAGEMENT
Promote and facilitate community engagement,
social connectedness and inclusion.

CAPACITY BUILDING
Enhance national capacity to provide targeted
programs to older Australians.

LEGACY
Maintain a sustainable program.

ANNUAL REPORT 2019

4,500 PARTICIPANTS
300 PROGRAMS NATIONALLY
50 LOCAL GOVERNMENT AREAS
50 WALKING BASKETBALL DELIVERERS
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HIGH PERFORMANCE
OPALS & BOOMERS

Priority one for the Opals was to achieve success in FIBA’s
new qualification system and gain a position at the Tokyo
Olympic Games.

AUSTRALIAN OPALS | 2019 FIBA WOMEN'S ASIA CUP

The Opals focus with the Asia Cup took a strategic aim as
it was their final preparation for the vital November 2019
Olympic Qualification Tournament (OQT). Hosting China
in a friendly series prior to the Asia Cup also provided vital
competition given some athletes were unavailable due to
their WNBA commitments.
Learnings from their Asia Cup campaign and Bronze
Medal outcome provided a catalyst for coaches and
athletes to identity areas the team needed to improve
before the November OQT.
Finishing second in their pool behind Japan at the OQT
was a mission accomplished, ensuring the Opals would
continue to the second phase of the Olympic qualifiers
in February 2020.

2019 RESULTS
FIBA Women’s Asia Cup
BRONZE MEDAL | ALL STAR 5: REBECCA ALLEN

AUSTRALIAN BOOMERS
A huge component of the Boomers preparation for the
FIBA World Cup were games against the USA, hosted in
Melbourne in August 2019. The Boomers managed a
victory over the USA in front over 52,000 fans – a feat
which will remain etched in the nation’s basketball
history books.
The Boomers then travelled to Beijing with their sights
set on achieving a first-ever medal position in the FIBA
World Cup tournament. However, they finished in 4th
position – equal their previous highest. Learnings centred
around strategic applications and team adjustments
given more NBA based Boomer athletes desire to play
with the Boomers, in major campaigns of this nature.
Head Coach Andrej Lemanis drove the first strategic
change which saw Brett Brown appointed as the Boomers
coach for the Tokyo Olympic Games. Assistant Coach Luc
Longley also played a significant role in enhancing the
recruitment of Brett and also stepped aside with Lemanis,
to enable the next phase. Both Andrej and Luc have great
confidence that this Head Coach transition provides a
stronger link to our NBA Boomers, which is seen as vital
for medal success in Tokyo.
The Boomers have risen from 11th to 3rd in the World
during Coach Lemanis' reign; his legacy immeasurably
valued and respected.

2019 RESULTS
FIBA World Cup
4TH PLACE
ANNUAL REPORT 2019

EMERGING OPALS
& BOOMERS
Both teams achieved podium success at the World
University Games (WUG), with the women winning Gold,
whilst the men were Bronze Medallists.
The strategic focus of our WUG is to gain valuable
assessment of athletes that are on our depth chart but for
some they have opted to take up US college scholarship.
The Emerging Boomers team provided nine US college
athletes an opportunity to represent our Nation providing
a critical touchpoint in their aspirational journey to be
a Boomer.
The Emerging Opals had two athletes from the US college
system join the team as all other team members have
opted to access university studies in Australia; a number
already holding spots on WNBL rosters.
The results of both of our teams speaks volumes of the
work the states and territories have done and are doing in
the youth development pathway with Australian athletes
high on US colleges radar.

2019 RESULTS
World University Games
MEN: BRONZE MEDAL | WOMEN: GOLD MEDAL

ANDREW BOGUT | AUSTRALIAN BOOMERS v USA

AUSTRALIAN OPALS
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HIGH PERFORMANCE
GEMS & EMUS

The Gems took an impressive silver medal in the U19
World Cup, with strong practise match opportunities in
Europe in the lead up playing a significant factor in this
success.
Review of the program post the last World Cup had
identified a need for quality competition and Basketball
Australia’s strong relationship with a number of national
federations facilitated this targeted strategy, which will
continue in coming years within the program.

AGNES EMMA-NNOPU | AUSTRALIAN GEMS

2019 RESULTS
FIBA U19 World Cup
SILVER MEDAL | ALL STAR 5: ALEXANDRA FOWLER

U19 MENS (EMUS)
The Emus team competed strongly at the FIBA U19 World
Cup finishing the tournament on a three-game winning
streak high note, however 9th final position overall.
However, team officials are confident that the final
position was not reflective of the talent pool that Australia
holds within this team, with geography often a barrier to
strong practise game opportunities.
Post-World Cup, High Performance recognised the need to
review the program overall and how we can strategically
provide consistency across our men’s development
pathway, including accessing the best international
competition. This will form a major priority for 2020 and
beyond for the program.

2019 RESULTS
FIBA U19 World Cup
9TH PLACE

SAM FROLING | AUSTRALIAN EMUS V LATVIA | FIBA U19 WORLD CUP
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ALEXANDRA FOWLER | FIBA U19 WORLD CUP ALL STAR 5

U19 WOMENS (GEMS)
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HIGH PERFORMANCE
AUSTRALIAN GLIDERS
The 2019 Gliders was a culmination
of staffing program changes, athlete
development, culture workshops and in
the end a wonderful team performance
at the AOZ Championships in Thailand.
The AOZ was proof that dedication and hard
work in your daily training environment and
buying in as a group to team plans and culture
works when everyone is committed to the
cause. The tough match-ups for the Gliders
taking on adversaries China and Japan was a
massive test for the young group, and by the
time the finals wrapped up we had put forward
some great performances.
Team China are the stand-outs at present in
the AOZ region, and we are chasing them down
and hopefully we will be able to challenge
them at Tokyo 2021 Games. Japan have had
our measure for a couple of years now, but we
finally started to make our move on them and
put in a couple of consistent games to come
away with some great wins under pressure.
The Gliders qualified for Tokyo Paralympics as
the second team out of the AOZ region.

New coach Stephen Charlton and his support
staff of Murray Treseder, Janna Mizens and
Craig Campbell would have been extremely
pleased with the results, while taking away
a silver medal for their efforts. The culture
work led off-court by Karen Haddad of NSWIS
has been outstanding throughout 2019, and
something the athlete cohort has bought in to.
Amber Merritt was named to the AOZ
Championships All-star 5 in a balanced
performance, while Annabelle Lindsay and
young exciting high-pointer Teisha Shadwell
all had their moments in the spotlight, and the
emergence of Georgia Inglis as the key ballcarrier and facilitator was critical for the team.
The low-pointers excelled by committee with
Hannah Dodd, Ella Sabljak and Sarah Vinci all
playing key roles throughout the qualifiers.
The back-end of 2020 and the lead-up through
2021 will be incredibly important for the
Gliders squad to continue to build and grow
as a group, and not losing the momentum
we had at the start of this year. The leaders
and staff will need to stick together in these
challenging times and push each other to
greater heights.

2019 RESULTS
Osaka Cup Tournament*
4TH PLACE
*Gliders Development Group

IWBF Asia Oceania (AOZ) Championships – Tokyo Qualifiers
SILVER MEDAL | SUCCESSFUL QUALIFICATION
FOR TOKYO PARALYMPICS

| ANNUAL
BASKETBALL AUSTRALIA
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AUSTRALIAN ROLLERS
The Rollers men culminated their 2019
year at the Asia Oceania Championships in
Pattaya, Thailand taking out the gold medal in
impressive fashion and therefore securing their
position at the Tokyo Paralympic Games as the
number 1 team to come out of the zone.
Coach Craig Friday was extremely pleased with
the way the men went about their business
only dropping the one round game to Japan,
but setting themselves up to defeat Korea,
Japan and Iran when it mattered most in the
semi-finals and gold play-off game. Shaun
Norris, the captain, was outstanding through
the AOZ Championships earning himself an
All-star 5 selection and was named MVP of the
tournament while in the twilight of his career.
Jannik Blair, Tom O’Neill-Thorne & Bill Latham
returned to some of their best international
form in supporting Shaun Norris and youngster
Clarence McCarthy-Grogan continued his good
all-star 5 form from the Tokyo Tournament to
show he was not a one-tournament wonder.

The Rollers are learning to play with some
different line-ups, including some mid-point
groups that are starting to work well. Their
high-point advantage of previous years is not
the way the world game has headed, so some
innovation and flexibility now for our line-ups
has proven we are able to adapt to the style
of play needed to continue to compete for
podium finishes.
The back end of 2020 will see the Rollers
men now resume with some localised
training camps and competitive sessions
when the restrictions lift, and we should be
close to full-strength here in Australia with
around 20 long list athletes on-hand to
prepare for the 2021 Games.
Bill Latham (Madrid), Kim Robins (Munich)
and John McPhail (Dallas) are the last of our
remaining overseas-based athletes engaged in
the system, and we will need to find ways to
keep them involved and supported through
the next six month period.

2019 RESULTS
Fazza Cup Tournament*
4TH PLACE
*Emerging Rollers Group

Tokyo Mitsubishi World Challenge Cup
2ND PLACE

IWBF Asia Oceania (AOZ) Championships –
Tokyo Qualifiers
SILVER MEDAL | SUCCESSFUL
QUALIFICATION FOR TOKYO PARALYMPICS
ALL STAR 5: BILL LATHAM
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AMBER MERRITT | GLIDERS v USA FRIENDLY SERIES

GLIDERS & ROLLERS

DEVILS & SPINNERS

U25 AUSTRALIAN
WOMEN DEVILS
The young Devils outfit were a welcomed surprise inclusion in
the gold meal game at their 2019 IWBF World Championships
in Suphan Buri, Thailand in May. What our team lacked in
experience we made up for in superb leadership by current
Gliders Coach Stephen Charlton and superbly supported on
the bench by Sarah Graham (NSWIS) and Dave Hegerty (QAS/
Sporting Wheelies) as Assistant coaches.
Annabelle Lindsay was a dominant force for the Devils squad,
taking advantage of her physical presence and size to dominate
the rebound count for the tournament, while adding to her
trophy cabinet with an All-star 5 award and the leading scorer
for the entire competition.
Maryanne Latu, Mary Friday, Taishar Ovens and Teisha Shadwell
all improved as the games progressed, growing in confidence
and support for their team-mates when the challenges arose.
A massive semi-final win over a much more experienced Great
Britain outfit entitled our young group the chance to the gold
medal match-up with a powerful USA line-up.
The Devils never gave up in the final or all-tournament and
stuck to their game plan throughout the World Championships,
to take home an impressive silver medal. The team played hard
every game and stuck to the well-prepared game plan, knowing
we did not necessarily have the same firepower of some of the
other teams. It was a great group of kids of which Basketball
Australia are very proud of their result.

U23 AUSTRALIAN
MEN SPINNERS
Coach Brad Ness and Team Manager Tom Kyle have been doing
a mountain of work in the early stages of the preparation of this
young men’s squad. We have around 35 athletes currently in
contention for the Spinners 2021 World Championships
campaign in Chiba, Japan.
The process of finding his final 12 players will be an enormous
challenge over the coming 2-year period, with the young boys
developing rapidly in their physically, mentally and skill areas.
It is an exciting time to be part of the Spinners program and
Brad is doing a great job of overseeing their daily training
environments and setting some basic standard for reporting
and accountability.
The Spinners were on a tough learning curve at their first
official international in November of 2019 at the Kitakyushu
Champions Cup for U23 teams. Germany, Canada and Japan
all had experienced line-ups with some older athletes to
complement their young kids, and we were found-out a little
for chair speed, skills and agility over the tournament. But this
will hold our young group in good stead for the coming
2-year campaign.

2019 RESULTS
IWBF U25 Women World Championships
SILVER MEDAL
| ANNUAL
BASKETBALL AUSTRALIA
ANNUAL
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U25 AUSTRALIAN WOMEN DEVILS | IWBF U25 WOMEN WORLD CHAMPIONSHIPSGLOBAL GAMES

HIGH PERFORMANCE

PEARLS & BOOMERANGS

The Australian Pearls, our national women’s team for athletes with
an intellectual impairment, competed in the INAS Global Games in
Brisbane, Queensland in October – with the games being held for the
first time on Australian soil. Coached by Larry Davidson, the team split
into two 3x3 teams for the tournament, Pearl Gold and Green.
Pearl Gold took home a silver medal after a heartbreaking one-point
loss to Japan in the gold medal game, while Pearl Green clinched
the bronze medal against a strong French team.

2019 RESULTS
INAS Global Games
SILVER MEDAL (PEARL GOLD TEAM) | BRONZE MEDAL (PEARL GREEN TEAM)

AUSTRALIAN BOOMERANGS
The Australian Boomerangs, our national men’s team for athletes with
an intellectual impairment, also competed in the Brisbane-hosted
INAS Global Games.
Coached by Julia Walsh, the Boomerangs produced one 5x5 squad
for the games and finished the tournament with an impressive silver
medal after falling to the highly experienced Portuguese side in the
gold medal game. This is the highest ever finish for the Boomerangs
in the tournament’s history.

KEENAN GEORG-DENT | AUSTRALIAN BOOMERANGS | INAS GLOBAL GAMES

AUSTRALIAN PEARLS

2019 RESULTS
INAS Global Games
SILVER MEDAL
ANNUAL REPORT 2019
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LOUWANNA SHERIDAN | AUSTRALIAN PEARLS GREEN TEAM | INAS GLOBAL GAMES

HIGH PERFORMANCE

KOBE KING-HAWEA | 2019 CoE GRADUATE

CENTRE OF EXCELLENCE

The Basketball Australia Centre of Excellence (CoE) and the
AIS Basketball Program has been the world-leading junior
development program since 1981. Dedicated to the development
of future Boomers and Opals, the scholarship athletes are
exposed to the country's elite service providers and world-class
facilities based at the AIS in Canberra.
The program takes a holistic approach to the development of
elite international athletes and integrates education, basketball
services, sports science and personal excellence into the daily
training environment. The centre also hosts the NBA's Global
Academy and the athletes in both programs formed a team
that took part in the inaugural NBL1 season in 2019.
The Centre of Excellence’s record of athlete development boasts
a premier list of talent amongst the alumni, including NBA stars
Andrew Bogut, Patty Mills, Matthew Dellavedova, Joe Ingles,
Aaron Baynes, Dante Exum and Cameron Bairstow. The program
also uncovered WNBA and Opals superstars Lauren Jackson,
Liz Cambage and Penny Taylor.
Australia has produced the 3rd highest number of
international stars in the NBA with 17.
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THE CoE WOMEN GRADUATED 8 ATHLETES AS OF 2019/2020
Isabel Palmer (University of Texas, USA)
Agnes Emma-Nnopu (Stanford University, USA)
Ashlee Hannan (University of Texas, USA)

Sara-Rose Smith (Missouri College, USA)

Adelaide Fuller (Davidson College, USA)

Lily Scanlon (Gonzaga University, USA)

Kobe King-Hawea (Gillette College, USA)

Gemma Potter (UCLA, USA)

ALUMNI GRADUATES IN THE WNBA DRAFT
Alana Smith (Pick 8, Phoenix Mercury)

COLLEGE GRADUATES
Alicia Froling (Southern Methodist College, USA)

Ezi Magbegor (Pick 12, Seattle Storm)

Carly Turner (St Marys College of California, USA)
Alanna Smith (Stanford University, USA)
(member of the Opals team who were successful
in the Olympic Qualifying Tournament)

WNBL
Jaz Shelley (Melbourne Boomers)
(Betty Watson Rookie of the Year)
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JAZ SHELLEY | WNBL 18/19 BETTY WATSON ROOKIE OF THE YEAR RECIPIENT

HIGH PERFORMANCE

TAMURI WIGNESS | 2019 CoE GRADUATE

HIGH PERFORMANCE
CENTRE OF EXCELLENCE

THE CoE MEN GRADUATED 13 ATHLETES AS OF 2019/2020
Kyle Bowen (St Marys College of California, USA)
Hunter Clarke (University of Montana, USA)
Josh Bannan (University of Montana, USA)

Josh Kunen (University of San Francisco, USA)

Biwali Bayles (University of Hawaii, USA)

Hunter Goodrick (University of South Dakota, USA)

Josh Giddey (NBL Adelaide)

Isaiah Lee (UC Irvine, USA)

Mojave King (NBL Cairns)

Tamuri Wigness (NBL)

Wil Tattersall (UC Riverside, USA)

Wani Swaka (NBL Perth)

Alex Ducas (St Marys College of California, USA)

FIRST TIME BOOMERS NAMED IN ASIA CUP AND WORLD CUP
QUALIFYING EVENTS UNDER THE NEW FIBA SYSTEM
Asia Cup Qualifiers
World Cup Qualifier
Angus Glover
Harry Froling
Sam Froling
Isaac Humphries
Dan Grida
Josh Giddey
Dane Pineau

COLLEGE GRADUATES
Jack White (Duke University, USA)
Dejan Vasiljevic (niversity of Miami, USA)
Tanner Krebs (St Marys College of California, USA)
Jayden Hodgson (Grand Valley State University, USA)
ANNUAL REPORT 2019

UNIVERSITY OF CANBERRA
VICE CHANCELLOR AWARD
Josh Bannan

JOSH BANNAN | UNIVERSITY OF CANBERRA VICE CHANCELLOR AWARD RECIPIENT
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AUSTRALIAN OPALS | 2019 FIBA WOMEN'S ASIA CUP

MARKETING

BRAND STRATEGY

The Basketball Australia Brand Strategy has been developed to
act as an operating system within the business and be applied
to all products that sit within the BA stable (from Aussie Hoops
through to Walking Basketball). The Brand Strategy was designed
to maximise the opportunity to connect emotionally with current
and emerging fans and ensure we create a consistent brand
experience for all those engaging with basketball.

BRAND PROMISE

BASKETBALL AUSTRALIA’S TAG LINE

TO CREATE AND CELEBRATE MOMENTS OF EXCITEMENT
We will execute our brand promise by creating inspiring moments
that captivate our fans young and old. We will celebrate our
victories both on and off the court and communicate through
storytelling where we showcase our teams and athletes
performance, personality and personal journey.

#WeAre

A series of brand campaigns will now be developed to showcase our
new brand positioning and personality traits and begin to shape fan
perception of Basketball in Australia.

BRAND PERSONALITY

1.CONFIDENT

2.DRIVEN

We stand strong and we know our purpose.

We’re passionate people and our
optimism is infectious.

3.TRENDSETTER

We lead with passion.

We possess a can-do attitude.

We’re trailblazers.

We are relentless in our drive for success.

We influence the sporting landscape
in Australia.

We know who we are.

We’re in touch with the youth of today
and the trends of tomorrow.

We are positive role models for young
players.
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4.PROGRESSIVE
We’re forward-thinking.

We don’t just want to be part of the
future, we want to shape it and that
means constantly learning, iterating,
challenging and searching for better
ways to move forward.
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CAYLA GEORGE | ROUND 10 | MELBOURNE BOOMERS v ADELAIDE LIGHTNING

MARKETING
To maximise the growth of the WNBL, a Brand Strategy
was created. This strategy ensured a consistent and
engaging brand identity was delivered throughout
season 19/20, thereby growing audience reach and
engagement levels.

THE KEY AREAS OF FOCUS FOR SEASON 19/20
WERE THE FOLLOWING:

HIGH QUALITY AND
CONSISTENT IMAGERY
ANNUAL REPORT 2019

2019 QUICK STATS

WNBL

52,839 LIVESTREAM VIEWERS
291,276 LIVE FOX SPORTS VIEWERS
61,394 GAME ATTENDEES
11,935 WEBSITE VIEWERS

VISUAL
CONSISTENCY

15% increase YOY

HIGH QUALITY
WRITTEN CONTENT

ENGAGING
CONTENT
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MEDIA & COMMUNICATIONS

Basketball Australia continued raising awareness and interest in
its programs, events and athletes through mainstream TV, print,
online, social channels and radio press coverage in 2019.
Public Relations remains an important element of BA’s marketing
mix as media exposure drives mass awareness of Basketball
Australia and its programs at relatively little cost and being visible
in the media helps enhance credibility with fans, commercial
partners and government stakeholders.

To achieve these objectives Basketball Australia, implemented the
following strategies:
Increasing accessibility of Basketball Australia initiatives to media outlets
Building public profiles of players through feature stories (both on-court
and off-court)
Improved collaboration with clubs & stakeholders to ensure PR opportunities
are maximised
Expanding target media beyond just sporting press to get the widest reach possible
Improving media relations to actively pursue opportunities

KEY PR OBJECTIVES
1. Amplify awareness of BA and its programs beyond the basketball
community through mass media exposure

2. Strengthen media relationships to increase media coverage and
share of voice and position BA as industry thought leaders

BASKETBALL AUSTRALIA

8%
INSTAGRAM FOLLOWERS
36%
FACEBOOK PAGE LIKES

2018 100,049 >> 2019 107,262

2018 47,999 >> 2019 65,500
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Increasing the quantity and frequency of digital content with a focus
on fan engagement
Taking a proactive stance on community queries in a more timely manner

The results of these objectives were evident in not only the media
coverage of key pillars in Basketball Australia’s calendar year but also
in the outstanding growth of the digital platforms. Basketball Australia
continues to grow the fan engagement and exposure across all channels
organically as evidenced by the digital channel summary.

WNBL

FACEBOOK POST ENGAGEMENTS
2018 161,211 >> 2019 362,887

TWITTER FOLLOWERS
2018 10,254 >> 2019 11,418

125%

11%
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WNBL INSTAGRAM | INCREASED ENGAGEMENT BY 125% IN 2019

MARKETING

MARKETING

MEDIA & COMMUNICATIONS

2019 FIBA
WORLD CUP

200 PIECES OF EDITORIAL COVERAGE

AUSTRALIANS
DRAFTED TO WNBA
TWO AUSTRALIAN 1ST ROUND PICKS

– Alanna Smith, Ezi Magbegor –
resulting in increased media coverage
due to presence of WNBA brand

BOOMERS v
USA BASKETBALL TEAM

2,300+ PIECES OF LOCAL AND INTERNATIONAL COVERAGE
25,000,000+ MEDIA IMPRESSIONS
MEDIA STORIES
500 MAJOR
In Australia alone as well as global media outlets
such as CNN, ESPN, BBC, Guardian, Fox Sports

2019 FIBA ASIA CUP
NATIONAL COVERAGE

Across the Australian, Sydney Morning Herald,
ABC, Seven News, Ten News and Daily Telegraph.
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WNBL SEASON
COVERAGE

100 PIECES OF EDITORIAL COVERAGE
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MARKETING
EVENTS

The 2019 Australian Basketball Hall of Fame was held to recognise
the past and present of basketball in this country. A Gala Event was
hosted at lavish venue MAIA in Melbourne’s Docklands region in
front of many of the country’s most famous basketballers to honour
the 2019 Hall of Fame inductees.
Inductees to the Australian Basketball Hall of Fame are selected
by the Honours and Awards Commission of Basketball Australia.
The 7-person committee - all of whom are Hall of Fame inductees
themselves - is led by Dr Adrian Hurley
A minimum of two people from each of the three divisions can be
inducted each year. Those divisions are the National Basketball
League (NBL), the Women’s National Basketball League (WNBL)
and Basketball Australia from which four categories (player, coach,
technical official and contributor) will be taken into consideration.
A minimum of three people from those six positions must be
players but the remaining three inductees can be taken from a
range of those categories.
In addition, International Player of the Year awards were honoured
at the gala dinner with the Gaze Medal, Maher Medal, Sandy Blythe
Medal and Sue Hobbs Medal for the most outstanding Australian
Boomer, Chemist Warehouse Australian Opal, Australian Roller and
Australian Glider, respectively also awarded.
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2019 INDUCTEES

LAUREN JACKSON | 2019 HALL OF FAME INDUCTEE

HALL OF FAME

LANARD COPELAND
Player
BILL MILDENHALL
Referee
BRAD DALTON
Player
ALLISON TRANQUILLI
Player
LORRAINE LANDON
Contributor
TROY SACHS
Player
LAUREN JACKSON
Player
RAY HUNT
Referee
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MARKETING
EVENTS

In August, Basketball Australia in conjunction with TEG Live
presented the largest basketball event Australia has ever hosted,
when the USA Basketball Men’s National Team took on the
Boomers in two games at Marvel Stadium, Melbourne.
The event attracted an attendance of over 100,000 fans and gained
a reach to over 2.6M fans via social media throughout the period –
a huge accomplishment by any sport.

7 GAME SERIES
103,297 TOTAL ATTENDANCE
33.49% VISITATION
GAMES BROADCASTED LIVE
6

AUSTRALIAN BOOMERS v USA | MARVEL STADIUM, MELBOURNE

across Perth, Sydney and Melbourne (Games 5&6 in Melbourne against USAB)

WNBL SEASON LAUNCH
The WNBL season launch was held at Parliament House, Canberra
in mid-September to officially launch the 19/20 season and paying
homage to the 40th WNBL season. The event showcased the
achievements of our female athletes and acknowledged the WNBL
as the longest-running female league in the country.
The event also introduced female basketball personalities, on
behalf of the teams they represent and acknowledge outstanding
Basketball talent via elite senior teams who will be represented
at the event. The occasion was also an opportunity to gather
sponsors, industry personalities, media and Government to
celebrate the launch of what will be another successful season.
WNBL 19/20 SEASON LAUNCH | PARLIAMENT HOUSE, ACT

USAB GAMES

across both Melbourne games

outside of Victoria

via SBS Viceland – total peak audience of 829,724

The two Melbourne USAB games were part of a seven-game tour
series between the Australian Boomers, Canada Basketball, New
Zealand Tall Blacks and USA Basketball played across Perth, Sydney
and Melbourne from 16 - 26 August.
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MARKETING
COMMERCIAL

Commercially, Basketball Australia achieved over $7million in revenue
from this arm of the organisation. Highlights from the previous year
relate to three primary pillars: Partnership Agreements, Merchandise &
Basketball Australia Brand Refresh.

PARTNERSHIP
AGREEMENTS
Partnership for NBL to commence
commercial rights partnerships for
the whole of sport

MERCHANDISE
Launch of a new Aussie Hoops
size four basketball

Renewed agreement with national teams

Launch of Boomers player singlets
and tees

New deal including Australian Boomers
ambassadors: Joe Ingles and Matthew
Dellavedova

Launched new headwear collection
for Australian Boomers and Chemist
Warehouse Australian Opals

Australian Boomers FIBA World Cup
campaign promotional deals

Dual merchandise program for USA
Basketball vs Australian Boomers games

New deal as the official supplier of cutting
edge accessories to national teams

Appearance at Rebel Sport Innaloo WA Matthew Dellavedova, Nathan Sobey,
Nick Kay and Cameron Gliddon

BRANDING
Basketball Australia identified the need to create a refreshed
visual identity for the organisation. Leading creative agency
MMR conducted the project working collaboratively with
Basketball Australia. The new branding generates a
rejuvenated look and feel while retaining the iconic Basketball
Australia ball device.
In conjunction with the new brand identity comes updated
looks for the National Teams, Australian Junior Championships,
Australian School Championships and other areas of the
business including coaching and referees.

Renewal to see the partnership extend
into its 10th year in 2020
Renewal agreement to see Victor Sports
remain the sfficial sports medical supplier
with national and CoE program
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MATTHEW DELLAVEDOVA & BOOMERS REBEL SPORTS APPEARANCE
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MARKETING

DIGITAL SERVICES

2019 saw a number of improvements right across Digital Services
at Basketball Australia. With an emphasis on data standardisation,
more basketball organisations than ever before have adopted National
Registration Forms to ensure the sport captures consistent data in
a manner that adheres to Privacy Laws and that participants agree to
National T&Cs. Membership Periods for State Fees were also rolled
out to most of the database, including on some historical data;
this is especially useful in quoting accurate participation numbers
at a national level. Most States now process their State fees online,
a huge step that enables greater financial receipts, better reporting
of participation numbers and helps them plan basketball activities
and facilities management more efficiently.
In addition to these initiatives, a major release went live for Courtside
(our digital scoring app provided by SportsTG powered by Stack Sports)
in September 2019. Overall, the adoption of the app rose from 15% to
45% nationally during the year.
Digital Services also assisted the Chemist Warehouse WNBL with a
major achievement in season 19/20. For the first time in the League’s
history, it livestreamed every non-broadcast game (68). A total of
52,839 viewers tuned into these historic live streams between October
and December 2019, generating great exposure to the League.

PARTICIPATION
DATA SUMMARY

473,975 TOTAL PLAYING PARTICIPANTS
21,682 TECHNICAL OFFICIALS
22,578 COACHES
2,067 CULTURALLY AND LINGUISTICALLY DIVERSE
5,806 PARTICIPANTS WITH DISABILITY
12,261 INDIGENOUS
419 NUMBER OF ASSOCIATIONS
including Aussie Hoops – Up 3%

Up 6%

Up 5%

5%

FEMALE PARTICIPATION NUMBERS

GENDER SPLIT

32%
FEMALE

JNR/SNR SPLIT

61%
JUNIOR

Additional highlights of 2019 include migration to email sign-on
for the entire Basketball Network and changing of website domains
and staff emails to ‘.basketball’.

TRANSACTED THROUGH
SPORTSTG GATEWAY
2018 $52.8M >> 2019 $61.6M
ANNUAL REPORT 2019

16.5%
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STATE & TERRITORY BODIES
ACT | NSW | NT | QLD | SA | TAS | VIC | WA
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STATE & TERRITORY BODIES
YEARLY HIGHLIGHTS

BASKETBALL
NEW SOUTH WALES

BASKETBALL ACT
PRESIDENT
Allan Yates

CEO

PRESIDENT

David Simpson

Jennifer Dean

CEO

Maria Nordstrom

DEVELOPMENT

PARTICIPATION & MEMBERSHIP

DEVELOPMENT

Provided entry-level programs to 25 schools.
“In The Mix” rep ready program ran to 150 participants.

7753 junior and 2705 senior participants across Summer
& Winter seasons.

Delivered “Mums Who Ball” and “Baby Ballers” programs.

830 Aussie Hoops participants across 8 locations.

Over 500 coaches attended club and association coaching
courses with a further 698 attending 18 development
clinics.

FACILITIES & FUNDING

966 junior and 380 senior teams across summer and
winter social and premier seasons (an increase on 2018).

Record number of players attending both Country and Metro
high performance and development camps.

Feasibility study between BACT and ACT Government
regarding the potential expansion of the Belconnen
Basketball Stadium precinct.

Primary & Secondary School competitions (Sue Geh Cup
and Jamie Pearlman Cup, as well as Kate Tominac Cup
and John Steltzer Cup) saw increases in team numbers.

U12 Hotshots program launched in Metropolitan NSW.

HIGH PERFORMANCE
& REPRESENTATIVE
Canberra Gunners Academy – 2019 Waratah League
Division 1 champions.
Waratah League Women’s Championship (Canberra
Nationals) – grand finalists, Keely Froling MVP and AllStar 5 member, Jenny Lonergan Coach of the Year.
Will Mayfield and Dhal Fieg named to Waratah League
Division 1 All-Star 5.
Hosted Illawarra Hawks vs Cairns Taipans in 2019.
Louwanna Sheridan and Cassandra Ivory selected for
Australian Pearls at INAS Global Games.
Justin Koenig selected for Australian Boomerangs for
INAS Global Games.
Sarah Skidmore, ACT Ivor Burge Women's Head Coach
appointed Assistant Coach of Australian Pearls.

25 teams competed for annual Canberra Classic in 2019,
including teams from inter-state (NSW and Qld based
teams).
Introduced “Pink Stars” program to increase junior female
participation.

Educational focus on reducing sports rage, poor or
inappropriate behaviour along with member protection
issues.
295 sporting schools programs delivered to over
30,000 students.

HIGH PERFORMANCE
& REPRESENTATIVE
Five NSW athletes awarded scholarships at Basketball
Australia’s Centre of Excellence and two (2) to the NBA
Global Academy.
NSW representative Shayla Heal earning MVP honours at
the FIBA 3x3 U18 Asia Cup.
NSW representative Josh Dent selected to attend NBA
Global Asia Camp & Junior NBA Global Championship.
Three athletes from NSW selected to attend NBA Without
Borders Global Camps.
NSW Country Ivor Burge Women’s team also won the AJC
for the first time in history.

FACILITIES & FUNDING
Sports Infrastructure ‘wish list’ incepted during election
cycle consisting of 58 projects and over 140 courts
(new and refurbished).
12 approved in-flight projects on 11 sites ranging from
funded to completed with approximate value reaching
$135million.
Sports Stadium Management (SSM) delivered a profit
across the three stadiums (Coffs Harbour, Minto &
Bathurst).

Numerous referees selected to attend FIBA and BA events,
as well as WNBL finals.

PARTICIPATION & MEMBERSHIP
Exceeded strategic plan goals with 65,000 registered
participants, 198,000 recognised participants and 720
officials.
6700 participants in Aussie Hoops with an increase the
number of associations.
NSW families saved over $3.98 million partaking in
basketball as part of the NSW Active Kids program tackling
childhood obesity.

Increased referee representation at all levels - including
national championships, Waratah League, WNBL and
international tournaments.
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STATE & TERRITORY BODIES
YEARLY HIGHLIGHTS

BASKETBALL
NORTHERN TERRITORY
CHAIRPERSON
Anne Coleman

CEO

BASKETBALL QUEENSLAND
CHAIRPERSON

John Mitchell

CEO

Nicola Ellis

Graham Burns

DEVELOPMENT

PARTICIPATION & MEMBERSHIP

DEVELOPMENT

PARTICIPATION & MEMBERSHIP

40 remote community programs through Sport Voucher
scheme provided by NT Government.

Among top participative sports in NT with a number
of affiliate Associations: Darwin Basketball Association,
Palmerston & Regional Basketball Association and Alice
Springs Basketball Association.

Free Women’s Only Club Course to encourage and promote
female coach participation and development.

29,477 players, 2,597 coaches and 1,100 referees registered
across associations (1.3% overall increase, particularly
with registered female players).

U12 Futures program with over 100 athletes in attendance.
Plan for a unified approach towards development in NT by
integrating U14 Australian Club Championship team and
the U14 Academies in Darwin and Alice Springs regions.

FACILITIES & FUNDING
Management and Governance improvements to attract
Tier 1 funding from 1 July 2020 to help increase the
resources available within the NT region.

HIGH PERFORMANCE
& REPRESENTATIVE
First National coaching role for an NT based coach with
Rod Tremlett selected as Under 18 Boys 3x3 Asia Cup
team, eventual Bronze Medallists.
BNT High Performance program growth with Strength
& Conditioning and Physiotherapy partners.
NT teams competed in the U18 Boys and the U16 Boys
and Girls Australian Junior Championships.
U16 Australian Junior Championships hosted for the
first time in NT, by Darwin Basketball Association.

Inaugural BQ Coaches Weekend which saw over 80
coaches attend sessions with keynote presenters such
as Peter Lonergan, Rob Beveridge and CJ Bruton.

A further 3,379 participants were registered in recruitment
programs such as Aussie Hoops.

70% of all games played at State Championships in 2019
were critiqued by a referee coach.

Further participation online through QBL live stream
success (over 89,000 views on YouTube and Facebook).

FACILITIES & FUNDING

2.8% increase in the number of junior and senior teams
competing in representative competitions.

Three new courts open across Morayfield and Cairns.
Eight new courts under construction with new stadium at
Zillmere and additional courts at South Pine Sports Centre.
Engaged SMC Strategies to assist with the planning,
advocacy and communication to engender Government
support for the Raising the Game project to expand the
facility footprint of the sport in Queensland.
19 clubs and associations across Queensland received a
share of $386,381 in funding from Rounds 100-103 of the
Queensland Gambling Community Benefit Fund (GCBF).

HIGH PERFORMANCE
& REPRESENTATIVE
36 Queenslanders selected for Australian squads or teams.

U16 Boys and U18 Girls competed in the inaugural 3X3
National Championships in Geelong with U18 girls winning.

20 Queensland athletes and six coaches selected to
represent Australia in FIBA international competitions.

NT teams participated in the 2019 Arafura Games - Men’s
and the Women’s teams both secured Gold medals.

Queensland South Under 18 Girls won the silver medal at
the Australian Junior Championships.

Boundless Possible NT supported 3X3 Pro Men’s and
Women’s teams who competed strongly in the three
3X3 Pro Hustle events.
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STATE & TERRITORY BODIES
YEARLY HIGHLIGHTS

BASKETBALL SOUTH AUSTRALIA
CHAIRPERSON

Mark Lampshire (to Oct) Nicole Nader (from Nov)
DEVELOPMENT

CEO

Phil Sinnott

Eighteen SA athletes in NCAA Division 1 programs.

Business development opportunity with partnership
agreements with Adelaide Lightning (WNBL) and
Adelaide 36ers (NBL).

Sam Simons FIBA World Under 19 Championship
Silver Medallist.

Appointment of 3x3 and Walking Basketball Coordinator
to assist in the development of these programs.

Seb Griffin FIBA Asia Cup Under 18 Bronze Medallist.

Ruby Porter FIBA Asia Cup Under 18 Gold Medallist.

Introduced Courtside scoring software to all competitions.

PARTICIPATION & MEMBERSHIP

FACILITIES & FUNDING

Established partnership with Wheelchair Basketball to
deliver wheelchair social competitions and increase
participation.

Multi-purpose facility opened in October 2019. Lights
Stadium will be the home of North Adelaide Rockets
Basketball Club (5 courts).

Continued growth in the number of teams participating
in District competitions.

Stadium flooring replaced at Marion Stadium (2 courts).

Appointment of WNBL Club Connectivity Liaison Officer.

Stadium roof replaced at Morphett Vale Stadium
(4 courts).

Introduction of new membership categories to increase
affiliation capacity.

Stadium redevelopment completed at Port Lincoln (3 courts).

Increase in the number of affiliated players in Domestic
competitions.

Established 3x3 outdoor courts at the City of Adelaide
Parklands.

HIGH PERFORMANCE
& REPRESENTATIVE
SA commenced 3X3 tournaments.
Mount Gambier entered the Premier League for Season 2019.
Ivor Burge (Men’s) team won gold at the National
Championships.
Two new SA referees appointed to WNBL competition.
High Performance program re-structure undertaken.
Two bronze and one silver medal at the Australian Junior
Championships, best combined junior results since 1994.
Three SA athletes at the Centre of Excellence/NBA Global
Academy.
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Largest spectator attendance recorded at a Premier
League Grand Final.

OTHER
Constitutional reform with the implementation of a fully
independent skills based Commission.
Development of the 2020-2024 strategic plan.
Establishment of Advisory and Working Group Committees
that underpin a new governance model.
New BSA branding introduced Statewide.

BASKETBALL TASMANIA
CHAIRPERSON
Annette Lutwyche

CEO

Chris McCoy

DEVELOPMENT

PARTICIPATION & MEMBERSHIP

As part of the NBL Pre-Season Blitz the state benefited
immensely from coach education, referee education,
officials education, school visits, street activation sessions,
media exposure and 3x3 Hustle event.

Increase in participation rates with 34% growth over a
5-year period.

Tasmania providing 10% of athletes in Australian Junior
Teams, Camps and Squads despite only having 2% of the
Country’s population.
Bi-Annual USA tour to develop young athletes skills abroad.
Bronze Medal to Ivor Burge Men’s team, top four finishes
to U18 boys and U20 boys.

Best participation results in the country for 3x3 Hustle events.
Launceston Classic hosted 125 teams with 48 girls teams
in the U14 and younger age groups.

OTHER
Launch of Basketball in Tasmania Strategic Plan 2019-2023.
BTAS branded basketball rolled out across State in
conjunction with Molten.

FACILITIES & FUNDING
In conjunction with NBL team announced a major
refurbishment of the Derwent Entertainment Centre
including participation courts in Hobart.
Continued financial strength with $1.9 million turnover in
2019 including receiving the highest level funding under
the State Grant Program.

HIGH PERFORMANCE
& REPRESENTATIVE
Major work completed with NBL to start a Tasmanian
based team in 2021/2022 season.
Hosting of the NBL Pre-Season Blitz, including 3600
attendees to the final games at Derwent Entertainment
Centre.
Eight Tasmanian athletes in the USA on full basketball
scholarships.
Mark Radford (Coach), Taran Armstrong and Reyne Smith
all represent Tasmania as members of the Gold Medal
efforts in the FIBA Oceania Championships.
NBL1 represented by two Men’s and two Women’s teams.
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STATE & TERRITORY BODIES
YEARLY HIGHLIGHTS

BASKETBALL VICTORIA
PRESIDENT

Mike Bainbridge

CEO

BASKETBALL
WESTERN AUSTRALIA
CHAIRPERSON

Nick Honey

Keith Dunlap

CEO

Rob Clement

DEVELOPMENT

PARTICIPATION & MEMBERSHIP

DEVELOPMENT

PARTICIPATION & MEMBERSHIP

Revamped the State Development Program (SDP) and
Victorian National Performance Program (VNPP) to give
more elite opportunities to Victoria’s best junior players.

429,000 Annual Participants across 160 associations and
534 clubs, participation numbers include 5,837 Officials,
3,000 Inclusion athletes and 12,194 Aussie Hoops
participants (up 25%).

Five regional development officers from the regions
of Kimberley, Pilbara, Mid West, South West and Great
Southern allowing Basketball to grow and become one
of the dominant sports in the community.

Number of affiliations has grown to a five-year high
of 75 affiliated associations.

2,564 coach education courses ran across the State.

VJBL continued growth with over 13,000 participants
and Big V had 1,400 teams participating.

FACILITIES & FUNDING

12 wheelchair programs across Victoria.

Most, if not all, associations utilising the national
database as well as online payment processing and
competition management.

8 new indoor stadiums built or started construction in 2019,
adding an extra 23 courts in Victoria.

Walking Basketball program created in Victoria became
nationalised.

People Development programs through coaching,
refereeing and technical officials has expanded to provide
course presenters and coaching managers through the
metro and regional areas, providing much better support
and delivery of programs.

Increased State Development Program coaches to 10.

Secured funding for ten additional indoor stadiums with
39 courts.
State Basketball Centre expansion continues with the
aim to provide an additional 13 indoor courts.

HIGH PERFORMANCE
& REPRESENTATIVE

Association Development continues to occur through the
development of constitutions, policy work and adherence
to the new laws relating to incorporated associations.
In addition, strategic planning projects such as Top Club
have been rolled out through various associations.

FACILITIES & FUNDING

Launch of NBL1 throughout Victoria.

Planning infrastructure needs specifically regarding
the development of assets for the community.

Victorian teams claimed six Australian Junior Championships,
alongside three silver and one bronze medal.

Looking at expanding influence and roles within
communities with culturally diverse backgrounds.

At Club Championships Victoria received one gold and
two silver.

Local Governments are increasing their engagement with
the sport providing greater leverage and opportunities.

Launched 10 High Performance hubs across the state in
partnership with the Victorian Government and increased
High Performance head coaches to four.

HIGH PERFORMANCE
& REPRESENTATIVE

Most Victorians ever in the NBA -, Andrew Bogut, Ryan
Broekhoff, Mitch Creek, Matthew Dellavedova, Dante Exum
and Ben Simmons (first Australian to be named as an NBA
All-Star).

Continued support of the Perth Lynx which drives elite
and sub-elite pathways.

Two Victorians Alanna Smith and Ezi Magbegor drafted into
the WNBA.

Record number of teams and associations attending
the State and Country Championships.

Continued growth of the participation base in WA
exceeding 50,000 members.

Community participation boosted by programs such as
Aussie Hoops, Schools Slam Series and Community 3x3.
State Basketball League saw an increase in attendance
by 20%.
Junior State League has expanded to include an
additional metropolitan association who made
the finals for the first time.

Full integration of Wheelchair Basketball including
supporting the national program based in Perth.

A number of Victorians also selected for Australian teams
including the FIBA World Cup, FIBA 3x3 World Cup and FIBA
Women’s Asian Cup amongst other tournaments.
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PARTNERS
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